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Building Leadership for the 2020 Navy:  Key Players Develop Leadership Summit
NPS NEWS June 8, 2001
By JO3 J. Anthony Reese
 
How do you develop bold and enlightened leaders —leaders who can change and adapt to the future? 
The vision of Chief of Naval Operations Adm. Vern Clark rests on finding the answer to this question.  Clark
wants to make the Navy the employer of choice.  The NPS Center for Executive Education recently hosted a
workshop to develop a leadership summit to envision the leadership qualities needed for the 2020 Navy.
The workshop hosted a Steering Committee for a project called the Leadership Summit.  In and of itself,
this was a unique group of people.  Pay-grades ranged from E-3 to O-9 and represented many of the Navy’s
communities, as well. “These people represented a small sample of our Navy, with stakeholder leadership,” said
Lt. Cmdr. Dave Nystrom, a recent graduate of NPS, who conceived the project in his thesis.  “We educated the
group about the methodology and summit process for large-scale change. The group’s task was to approve the
concept for the summit and design the scope and depth of the event,” said Nystrom.
Committee members included Vice Adm. Dennis McGinn, deputy NO N7; Vice Adm. Norb Ryan, Chief
of Naval Personnel; Vice Adm. Patricia Tracey, deputy assistant Secretary of Defense for military personnel and
policy; Vice Adm. Alfred Harms, the new Chief of Naval Education and Training, and Master Chief Petty
Officer of the Navy James Herdt.
“This project was seeded during the ‘30Something’ course I attended last year,” said Nystrom. “I refined
the ideas and concepts in my thesis and was able to eventually present the concept to Adm. Clark last October.
We saw this as a great fit with CNO’s top five priorities. Obviously he did, too, because he accepted our offer and
has since championed this as a CNO pilot project.”
Nystrom, project coordinator for the leadership summit, said the workshop capitalized on real leadership
experiences and used anecdotes of exemplary leadership gathered during discussions between Steering
Committee members.        
He said the summit would use an interview process to get the stories of great leadership at every level.
The commonalties later become the topic at the summit. “We replicated some of this process at the workshop so
participants could get a better understanding of how the summit will work.”
The workshop was an invitation to a different mode of planning and commitment.          Participants
shared common dilemmas, discovered their common strengths, and explored creative opportunities for action.
The summit will use Appreciative Inquiry as its framework, a positive change theory whose co-creator is
Dr. Frank Barrett, Associate Professor of Organizational Change here at NPS, and Nystrom’s thesis advisor.
“When people are asked to participate in a change effort targeted at changing behaviors – specifically
theirs – they are ambivalent at best,” Nystrom said. “When people are asked to bring their best forward for the
benefit of the organization, our Navy, they do so with enthusiasm and pride.”
The Steering Committee focused on the strengths of the Navy and brainstormed the requirements for the
leadership summit.  In doing so, they outlined the purpose and mission of the summit: “The Leadership Summit,
Bold and Enlightened Naval Leaders at Every Level, Forging an Empowered Culture of Excellence.”
The 10 courses of action create a summit that will accelerate positive change in Navy leadership
development. Nystrom said this workshop used examples of exemplary leadership gathered from the participants
interviewing each other.
“The title took all three days to produce,”Nystrom said. “It reflects the vision CNO has for our Navy and the
kind of leadership he and the Steering Committee truly believe is necessary to achieve that vision.”
Nystrom contends that the summit will provide an environment that focuses on the visible and tacit
strengths of the Navy to leverage change.  “We’re leveraging a positive core to reshape the future,” he added.
“The summit will not be a meeting to gather input that will be delivered up the chain of command,”
Nystrom said.  “It is much more than a problem solving meeting.  It is designed to encourage responsibility and
self-generated action.  The participants assume responsibility for initiatives and then do follow-ups on their
progress. For this reason, the design of the summit and the selection of participants is a critical success factor and
is carefully planned.”  This is what the Steering Committee workshop produced last week.
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“From this, we can leverage our strengths to innovate new ideas that will lead the Navy towards its
highest potential,” Nystrom said.  “As individuals, most of us recognize the importance of good leadership.  We
all know what bad leadership feels like, and we know how inspiring good leadership can be. We all want to be
trusted by our boss to pursue our convictions without being controlled.  We all want the support, respect, and
confidence of our peers, over whom we have no authority, but without their help nothing can get done.  We want
to trust our subordinates and encourage them to grow in self-awareness and capability, such that they will
replicate the same.  The development of our subordinates is the legacy of leadership at every level in the Navy. 
Such a climate cascades down throughout the organization when done right.”
The Leadership Summit will generate ideas in alignment and bring about rapid change to help create a
bold leadership for the future of our Navy.  Nystrom said the summit would also demonstrate a change method
that could be applied to other issues the Navy faces.
 “This is about grassroots change that is emergent and generative rather than programmatic and directed,”
Nystrom said.  “The workshop freely challenged traditional change methodologies and prompted what we need
to do to resist our old paradigms and how we need to engage our people in discussions of when our Navy is at its
best and why.”                                                 More NEWS
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